We discuss the aspect of the MC simulation performance on the agent-based multi-level job submission system, HTCaaS, which offers efficiencies by dispatching pilot jobs across multiple and heterogeneous resources. We show that the MC tools such as MadGraph5 and PYTHIA can be integrated well in the HTCaaS system without the modification of the codes. We also show that the idle cycles of the distributed computing environment can be best utilize to greatly reduce the run times of the MC event generations under HTCaaS system.
Introduction
As the number and the complexity of scientific applications increase, it becomes a challenge for the traditional middleware systems employing typically a single type of resources (e.g., clusters of workstations, desktop machines over Internet) to solve the given scientific problem within a reasonable amount of time. For that reason, it is inevitable to harness as many computing resources as possible including Supercomputers, Grids, and even Clouds to effectively support complex and demanding scientific applications.
HTCaaS (High Throughput Computing as a Service) system has been designed and implemented to support large-scale and complex scientific computations by integrating existing distributed computing resources. It especially adopts pilot-based job submission philosophy which makes effective use of resources for MTC (Many task computing [1] ) / Bag-of-tasks computing models as well as serves extensibility and interoperability on distributed environments.
In this paper, we show the experiences of supporting large-scale Monte Carlo (MC) simulation on HTCaaS platform and validate its effectiveness. In particular, we present the results of our service which is currently running on top of national supercomputers in Korea including grids/cloud, and supporting practical software for Monte Carlo (MC) simulation in high-energy physics such as MadGraph5 [2] and Pythia [3] .
Methods

2.1
HTC-as-a-Service
Fig. 1. HTCaaS Architecture
HTCaaS system consists of six server-side modules and three client interfaces (CLI, GUI, and web portal) which are based on web services as shown on the Fig. 1 . HTCaaS employs agent-based multi-level scheduling and streamlined job dispatching (as described in Falkon [4] , condor glide-in) so that a first-level request to a batch scheduler (e.g., Load Leveller [5] in PLSI [6] Supercomputers, gLite [7] for Grids, PBS [8] for Amazon EC2 [9]) reserves resources by submitting agents as batch jobs and then each agent pro-actively pulls the tasks from the job manager which implements the lightweight and fast job dispatching mechanisms.
The agent manager in HTCaaS dispatches agents across multiple resources, and ensures fairness among multiple users submitting large numbers of jobs independently to the collection of heterogeneous computing resources. By employing agent-based multi-level scheduling mechanisms consistently across heterogeneous computing resources, HTCaaS can effectively form a dedicated resource pool on the fly for fast dispatching of many tasks to circumvent the performance bottleneck of traditional batch schedulers.
Supporting Monte-Carlo Simulation Studies
MC methods are based on stochastic analysis mainly used to obtain numerical solutions to problems by generating random numbers and observing probability statistics when the corresponding analytic solutions are not known. Especially in high energy particle physics, MC methods are useful in the analysis of almost all experimental data to simulate the event feature of signal processes and their backgrounds [10] . This kind of MC simulation is crucial for relating experimentally measured variables to the parameters of the underlying theory, and has been widely used by theorist and experimentalist to simulate the collider signatures of the interesting physics processes.
Due to their trivially parallel nature, MC simulations can be best suited for running on a distributed heterogeneous computing environment. All events are independently generated in MC simulations so that users can maximize the performance of total MC simulation jobs on HTC resources. As a practical example of MC simulation tools, we embedded MadGraph5 and PYTHIA for MC event generation into our HTCaaS system.
MadGraph5 is the process (matrix element) generator, and has a compatibility issue with a specific version of the Python. In order to import the processes generated by MadGraph5 for the simulation of hadron-level events, Pythia uses a library in the specific directory of MadGraph5. Therefore, it is non-trivial to use such applications in a heterogeneous environment. We solved this issue by packaging the simulation tools including the compatible compilers, some libraries and script file which helps applying autonomous pre-installation as well as setting environment variables in accordance with an executed resource. We will show how much performance enhancement could be achieved during the event generation time in the next section.
Results
Our application of the MC simulation is characterized by a scale parameter f, which has an energy dimension. This kind of parameter is commonly used for new physics (NP) study when we probe the property of unseen physical observables. The aforementioned MC simulation tools, MadGraph5 and PYTHIA, were also used for simulating the production events of Higgs particle. In a similar way, we performed MC simulations by varying the parameter f, and tested the performance of the HTCaaS system.
We carried out the test with two different physics models, and considered four different processes in each model. In each process, we generated 50k events for seventy different f each. On a decent desktop machine (with 3.5GHz quad core CPU), it took about 20 minutes for one value of f in one simulation process. Overall, it took approximately 20(min) X 71(f) X 4(processes) X 2(CM energies) ~ eight days for the whole process. In case of the HTCaaS system, instead, we submitted 560 tasks separately. Such a task could be further divided into smaller scale so that more available resources are utilized for the tasks. That is, the more available resources exist, the more tasks they can process.
Before the simulation procedure starts, the system requires launching the package containing the tools and compiler, which consumes additional few more seconds. Also a few percent of sub-jobs came up with various errors due to the machine specific issues, and needed to be resubmitted to different machines. We repeated it a few times, and on average it took less than two hours total for the whole process including the data collection time. Alternatively, in one process, we increased the number of sub-jobs in order to obtain 5 million events, and the run time was reduced similarly to the previous test. This is huge performance improvement over the single machine, and it could be improved if we could stabilize the system and fix the errors. Of course, the larger the simulation scale is, the more the HTCaaS system is efficient.
Conclusion
In this paper, we discussed the aspect of the MC simulation performance on the newly developed distributed computing environment. We introduced the agent-based multi-level job submission system, HTCaaS, which offers efficiencies by dispatching pilot jobs across multiple and heterogeneous resources. We showed that the MC tools such as MadGraph5 and PYTHIA can be integrated well in the HTCaaS system without the modification of the codes. Using HTCaaS, we could best utilize the idle cycles of the distributed computing environment to greatly reduce the run times of the MC event generations. Our result confirms that the exploitation of HTCaaS for MC simulation is very successful and effective. As the next stage, we will adopt a heuristic on-line scheduling policy which serves more fairness and efficient job execution services on HTCaaS system in order to support MC simulation tools efficiently. This improvement will benefit more users to simultaneously perform their MC studies faster and easier.
